FEBRUARY 16, 2004 – FEBRUARY 22, 2004

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2004

3:30 p.m.  METEOROLOGY SEMINAR, Dr. David L. Williamson, National Center for Atmospheric Research, “Applying Climate Models in NWP Mode for Parameterization Development,” 101 LOV.

4:00 p.m.  TREATISE DEFENSE, Aaron Ichiro Hilbun, Music, “David Amram: His Life and Five Major Compositions that Utilize the Oboe in a Prominent Role,” maj. prof. Eric Ohlsson, KMU.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 2004

2:00 p.m.  THESIS DEFENSE, Justin Stickler, Anthropology, “Plant Utilization at Fort Mitchell (1RU102), 1813-1840: An Archaeobotanical Analysis of a Frontier Fort in Alabama,” maj. prof. Cheryl Ward, 121 Anthropology, West.